Design your XC90 around you with Genuine Volvo Accessories
Valve Stem caps

Put the finishing touch on your wheels with a set of these stylish Volvo Valve Stem Caps. They fit any standard air valve system and feature an "O ring Seal", insuring consistent tire pressure and a clean valve orifice when removed. 4 Valve stem caps are provided with the kit. Periodically clean your Valve stem caps with mild soap and water to maintain a polished finish.

Installed $15.61
Design my Volvo around “me”

Anti glare Mirror with Compass (kit)
Anti-glare rear view mirror automatically cuts off disturbing light from the cars behind. A very practical accessory when driving in the dark. Thanks to the compass in the top right-hand corner of the mirror, the compass point that the front of the car is pointing in is always shown.

Installed $543.44
Car cover XC90

Help protect your Volvo from the elements with our lightweight cover. Custom fit for each model, it's mildew proof, water, smog and acid rain resistant. Stores easily in its own bag. A lock is available separately. The part number can be found by looking under car cover lock.

Installed $389.63
Garmin 3490 Portable Navigation System (kit)

The Garmin 3490 features a new Mounting location for better functionality and integration. The unit now mounts on the A pillar to the left of the steering wheel. A handy, portable navigator designed for your Volvo. Thin design, powerful processor and with a 4.3” multi-touch screen. Functions such as voice recognition1, ecoRoute, lane assistance and "where am I?" help you find your way in traffic and on foot in an easy and handy way. This kit includes the traffic harness for full traffic functionality.

Installed $785.94
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Ski Carrier, lockable (4 Pair) (kit)

TRack adapter not required with square profile load bars. Volvo's lockable ski carrier with nice and smooth lines makes the ski trip a comfortable pleasure. Thanks to the ski carrier's practical push-button opening, loading and unloading is easy, even with thick ski gloves.

Installed $160.59
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Sliding Ski Carrier (Cars with T Track) (kit)

Facts and Advantages The aerodynamic aluminum design and black rubber that matches our other load carriers. A further refinement of our traditional ski carrier Practical push-button opening Wide rubber profiles protect the skis and provide room for ski bags too Suitable for all types of skis and snowboards Can be pulled out 600 mm (23.6 in) laterally Dual locking function which locks both the skis and ski carrier onto the load carrier Complete kit for: ? square profile - Aluminum profile “One Key System” can be installed if you want the same key for the load carrier and the ski carrier, see Lock kit One key system

Installed $217.08
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Sliding Ski Carrier (Cars without T track)

Facts and Advantages
The aerodynamic aluminum design and black rubber that matches our other load carriers. A further refinement of our traditional ski carrier Practical push-button opening Wide rubber profiles protect the skis and provide room for ski bags too Suitable for all types of skis and snowboards Can be pulled out 600 mm (23.6 in) laterally Dual locking function which locks both the skis and ski carrier onto the load carrier Complete kit for: ? square profile - Aluminum profile "One Key System" can be installed if you want the same key for the load carrier and the ski carrier, see Lock kit One key system

Installed $198.57
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Fork Mounted Bike Wheel Holder (kit)
Wheel holder to be used in conjunction with the Fork Mounted Bike carrier

Installed $86.74
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XC90 3 ski Kit
Ski holder 3 pair for use with wing profile cross bars (kit)

Installed $32.86
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XC90 4 ski Kit
Ski holder 4 pair for use with wing profile cross bars (kit)

Installed $169.58
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XC90 Thermal box Kit

Installed $385.62
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XC90 Trailer Hitch 2005-2013 (kit)
A towbar for XC90, specially developed for the North American market. The ball part is very easily handled. If you want to detach it to make room for any of our towbar-mounted accessories, you simply remove a pin.
Note: additional 30635847 mounting kit required for cars with R-design
See retailer for Electric Brake Controller wiring.

Installed $930.70
Bike lift carrier (for square profile load bars)

Volvo's bicycle lift carrier contains a gas strut that allows effortless lifting and lowering of most types of bikes. No need to remove the wheels when loading and unloading. Load bars (not included) can accommodate two lift carriers.

Installed $413.42
Kit bicycle lift carrier (for T-Track load bars)

Volvo's bicycle lift carrier contains a gas strut that allows effortless lifting and lowering of most types of bikes. No need to remove the wheels when loading and unloading. Load bars (not included) can accommodate two lift carriers.

Installed $410.78
XC90 front park assist (Chassis 517071-)

Requires rear park assist to function plus hole punch tool 9997234. Front parking assistance is an excellent system that warns of obstructions when you have limited space in front of the car, e.g. with tight parking. Note: Please add additional cost for body color paint

Installed $910.15
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Kit load basket for use with wing profile load bars
An elegant roof rack basket, manufactured in aluminum with plastic coated steel tubes, which is quick and easy to install on the car’s load carrier. We recommend that you use Volvo’s load straps to secure the load.

Installed $301.15
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Parking Assistance Camera
Vehicle must have Navigation system to install park assist camera. Increases your field of vision behind the car when parking. A camera mounted in the tailgate now makes it possible for you to have "eyes in the back of your head" when parking or reversing. The Navigation screen displays what is behind the car.

Installed $979.03
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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XC90 sliding ski Kit
Sliding ski rack with wing profile cross bars (kit)

Installed $226.07
Foldable basket

A practical and simple basket that makes it easy to keep track of small items in the cargo area. The basket is easy to fold and requires little space. Made of polypropylene. 520 x 360 x 250 mm

Installed $92.82
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Towing Rope
Made of high tensile strength soft polyester silk, this rope is 5 meters long and has electro zinc-platted attachments at both ends.

Installed $26.03
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Wood steering wheel Off black (w/o Navigation)

When replacing a 4-spoke steering wheel with a 3-spoke steering wheel, additional components are required. Please see the accessory catalog for details. An exclusive steering wheel in natural wood with leather trimmed spokes - a tasteful combination of elegance and sport. Anatomically shaped steering wheel rim for optimum grip and feel.

Installed $849.09
Lockable lug bolts

A lockable lug nut set is an effective aid that reduces the risk of your expensive aluminum rims being stolen. Supplied in a set of four lockable lug nuts and one key. An extra key can however be ordered with the printed form enclosed in the kit or via the Internet: www.wheel-lock-keys.com/volvo/. Note that the key code printed on the enclosed form must be stated when ordering the key, so keep this form in a safe place.

Installed $63.57
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Sill Molding (Front Door)
A sill molding with the Volvo emblem which gives the sill area a sporty and elegant image. (supplied in pairs for the front driver side and passenger side doors).

Installed $196.07
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**Warning Triangle /folding**

ECE approved warning triangle. Takes up little room when folded and is very easy to set up and fold away.

Installed $18.34
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Luggage compartment mat plastic 5 seater

Color-coordinated floor protection mats help keep your Volvo's interior looking like new. These mats are made of strong, natural rubber for easy cleaning and have protective raised edges. Cannot be used with plush-carpeted mats.

Installed $111.52
Luggage compartment mat textile 7 seater

Two versions of the high quality rubber and textile mat are available: a complete mat for the five seater car and a two-part mat for the seven seater. The mat is neatly designed and fits the floor of the cargo space perfectly. It is reversible, with textile on one side and rubber on the other side, for transporting dirty loads. The mat is water-tight. Seven seater - the mat is in two parts, and can be used when the third row of seats is folded up or down. It is easy to remove the front half from the car. Technical data Material: Textile and rubber

Installed $124.31
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Cargo Net, Cargo Compartment Floor
Practical net which prevents loads from being moved around in the cargo area. Installs easily on the floor of the cargo area by securing it into standard eyelets. Side cargo net is available separately

Installed $113.03
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Net pocket side panel-5 seater (left or right)
A practical net pocket which makes it easy to store bottles and small packages along both side panels in the cargo area. The net is elastic and has a steel frame. It is installed with clips, which make it easy to install and remove. Color-coordinated and available for both 5- and 7-seaters.

Installed $69.30
Steel cargo Organizer second row seats

A practical barrier for the second row separating the cargo compartment from the cabin. Only available in grey. Simple installation thanks to prepared mounting points behind the second row of seats. The grille cannot be raised up to the roof. It must instead be removed when not needed.
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Load lashing straps
The load in the cargo compartment can be held securely in place using this practical and user-friendly load lashing strap. The strap is seven meters (23 feet) long and fitted with hooks that engage in the lashing eyes in the load compartment. The tensile strength is 600 kg (1323 lbs).

Installed $53.36
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Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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**Vertical Divider, Cargo compartment wall**

A steel cargo compartment wall enables you to separate the cargo compartment longitudinally, and so have two cargo compartments in one. You can for example separate dirty or fragile cargo from other cargo. This accessory is also very useful for dog-owners for example, as the grille makes it possible to transport a dog separate from other luggage. The cargo compartment wall is installed together with the protective grille.

Installed $203.66
Luggage compartment mat textile 5 seater

Two versions of the high quality rubber and textile mat are available: a complete mat for the five seater car and a two-part mat for the seven seater. The mat is neatly designed and fits the floor of the cargo space perfectly. It is reversible, with textile on one side and rubber on the other side, for transporting dirty loads. The mat is water-tight.

Installed $124.31
Mud Flaps

Available for both front and rear, mud flaps not only protect the side of the vehicle from dirt and water, but also give the car a sporty appearance. Made from durable plastic.

Installed Front $95.00
Installed Rear $86.00
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Door mirror casing
Unique mirror covers, fitted as standard in the XC90 & XC70 R-design models, with Silk Metal finish, which give the car a sporty and exclusive look.

Installed $135.23
XC90 Rear Door Sun Screens

Volvo’s newly designed sun shades provide maximum protection for passengers and pets when the sun is at its brightest. These sunshades are easy to install and remove. When not in use, they can simply be folded up to take up minimal storage space. The sunshades also eliminate wind noise when the rear window is lowered.

Installed $127.29
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Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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XC90 Rear Window Sun Screens

The rear window sunshade is easy to install and remove. When not in use they can simply be folded up to take up minimal storage space.

Installed $178.53
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Chrome Air Intake Decor trim
A chromed air inlet panel, fitted as standard on the XC90 Volvo Ocean Race models, which enhances the exclusivity of the car's front.

Installed $136.07
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Ascent 1700 Cargo box (black)
Measurements: length 91.5”, width 33.5”, height 15.7” weighs 37 lbs
17 cubic feet of volume, holds 6-8 pairs of skis

Installed $500.18
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Atlantis 1800 glossy black cargo box
Volume 18 cubic feet, weight 44 lbs, length 84", height 16.9", width 34.4 holds 6-8 pairs of skis

Installed $660.92
Wing profile aluminum cross bars

Stylish roof load carrier which enhances the appearance of the car, even without a load. The aerodynamically designed wing profile follows the lines of the car, and causes minimum wind noise and air resistance. The aluminum construction gives an exclusive, sporting image. Load capacity 220lbs/100kgs
Booster Cushion (only) or Back rest (only)

This accessory ensures that your child has a safe and secure car trip. Used together with the standard seat belt, it gives the belt the correct contact with the child's body to provide the best capture in the event of a collision. In addition, the child is higher up and has a better view.

Installed $131.82
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Gear Shift Knob Sapelli Wood or Dark Wood
Gearshift knobs of real walnut. The knobs give complete harmony with other wood interior, an exclusive and luxurious finish to the passenger compartment

Installed $171.48
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Child activity bag
This multifunctional bag is perfect for storing a child's toys or other small items. It mounts to the back of the front seat by means of a strap. This bag can be used easily inside the vehicle or outside as well.

Installed $53.64
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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XC90 "Sapeli Wood" (Charcoal or Mocca Brown) steering wheel
A 3-spoke steering wheel for XC90 in an exclusive wood material "Sapeli Wood". An exclusive genuine wood steering wheel with leather inserts at the spokes creates a tasteful combination of elegance and sport. The steering wheel rim is also anatomically shaped to provide the best grip and feeling. Note: When replacing a 4-spoke steering wheel with a 3-spoke steering wheel, additional components are required, see 3-spoke steering wheel, supplemental information in the accessory catalog.

Installed $589.35
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
XC90
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Child seat mirror
A practical mirror that provides the driver with the opportunity to watch over the child when the child seat is located in the rear seat.

Installed $87.15
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Exterior chrome kit
An exclusive kit that raises the car’s luxury profile. Includes chrome rear view mirror covers, chrome c pillar covers, chrome front liner trim, chrome lower grille trim & lower tail lamps with trim. Check your XC90 to see if any of these components are standard on your car.

Installed $950.63
Kayak Cradle, Folding

An easy to load and space saving cradle for secure transportation of kayaks. The angled and space saving design makes it possible to carry two kayaks or one kayak plus extra equipment on the car roof. Easy to load as the kayak can be easily angled towards the textile covered mating surfaces and is firmly held in place by durable retaining straps. It can be easily folded down when not in use. A solution that reduces the air resistance when driving and increases the free height at the garage entrance.

Installed $208.87
Upright Bike Carrier Frame mounted

This aluminum frame-mounted rack easily mounts to load bars. Includes corrosion-resistant mounting tray and security lock. Features a self adjusting frame holder with protective rubber cladding. Additional adapter is not required for T-Track system.

Installed $149.77
Canoe / Kayak carrier

This carrier is perfect for transporting a canoe or kayak on the roof of your vehicle. The angle of the holder can easily be adjusted by hand, which allows for adaptability to suit a number of different style hulls.

Installed $153.32
Floor Mats "Rubber"

Color-coordinated floor protection mats help keep your Volvo's interior looking like new. These mats are made of strong, natural rubber for easy cleaning and have protective raised edges. Cannot be used with plush carpeted mats.

Installed $130.17
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
XC90
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Fork Mounted Bike Wheel Holder (kit)
Wheel holder to be used in conjunction with the Fork Mounted Bike carrier

Installed $86.74
Fork Mounted Bike Carrier
A bicycle holder with new, smart, and elegant design. Wheel holder is not included in the kit. This must be purchased separately. Fork mounting is a very stable way of carrying bicycles, with no risk of swaying or rattling.

Installed $98.40
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Upright Bike Carrier
This frame-mounted rack easily mounts to load bars and crossbars. Includes corrosion-resistant mounting tray and security lock. *T-Track crossbars may require additional installation kits for some attachments. See your Volvo Retailer for details.

Installed $124.66
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Running Board (Can not be installed on "Sport"or "R" Design)
An elegant design, these silver/aluminum profile running boards mount on the side of the vehicle below the doors, protecting the doorsills as well as helping you enter and exit the vehicle.

Installed $981.81
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**Front Bumper Bar Primed (Chassis - 628376)**

"Bumper bars" give a decorative and attractive casing around the number plate. Supplied in primer color to be painted to match vehicle exterior color.

Installed $352.38
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**Engine protective plate (5 cyl)**

A protective panel beneath the engine which protects the engine, sump and gearbox from impact when driving on poor roads, such as pot-holed or bumpy roads.

Installed $356.86
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Cross Bars - Aluminum T-Track
Volvo's stylish aluminium load carriers give the car an exclusive and sporty look. All Volvo’s loading accessories are suitable. However, some loading accessories require T-track adaptation. These bars provide 46 inches of mounting space compared to 29" on the Wing profile cross bars, allowing you to mount more stuff on the car.

Installed $208.00
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
XC90
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 XC90 Side Scuff Plates (Chassis 628377-)
Standard on the "R" design. The Side Scuff Plate is a designed sill trim in brushed stainless steel that effects a robust and rugged appearance.

Installed $1,480.95
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Home Link
The HomeLink system makes it possible to operate up to three remote controlled home appliances (garage door, home alarm system etc.) via a module that is integrated in the sun visor.

Installed $400.49
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Luggage Compartment cover
A stylish, retractable compartment cover that conceals luggage in the cargo compartment. The cargo compartment cover is housed in a cassette positioned behind the backrest. When using the cargo compartment cover pull it out from the cassette like a blind and snap into position.

Installed $267.17
XC90 3rd row floor mat (single mat) off-black/cream

A full-coverage R-design textile floor mat with rubber backing, making it waterproof. The mat offers effective protection for the car's interior against wet and dirt.

Installed $57.01
Rubber Mat set for third row

3rd row of cars seating 7, (two-section mat) The material is firm, at the same time as the mats fit snugly against the floor. They have a diagonal squared pattern with soft edges and radii. Both the shape and colours of the mats are neatly integrated into the rest of the car's interior, and are easy take out and clean.

Installed $60.00
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**Tunnel Mat**

A protective mat which covers the center tunnel area between the rear seats

Installed $29.34
Luggage compartment mat plastic 7 seater

Color-coordinated floor protection mats help keep your Volvo's interior looking like new. These mats are made of strong, natural rubber for easy cleaning and have protective raised edges. Cannot be used with plush-carpeted mats.

Installed $111.52
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Seat kick guard
A practical dirt cover with different pockets for the child’s toys, which protects the car’s upholstery from dirt and stains while the child is sitting in the child seat. The kick guard is sufficiently long to protect the entire seat when the child is seated rear facing. It can also be used to protect the rear of the front seat when the child is seated forward facing in the rear seat.

Installed $52.46
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Aluminum ski holder
Volvo's aerodynamic aluminum ski carrier fits all types of skis and snowboards. Thanks to the ski carrier's practical push-button opening, loading and unloading is easy, even with thick ski gloves. Suitable for load carriers with either oval or square profiles, includes assembly kit for T-track. This ski holder accommodates 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards depending on type bindings.

Installed $181.53
XC90 roof bars, square profile

A great way to transport bulky items on the cars roof. Max load weight is 220lbs. The load carrier base is easily secured on the integrated rail profile with the help of the supplied torque wrench. An impact resistant, black plastic cover encloses the base while a rubber grip around the rail profile prevents marking.

Installed $186.06
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Functional ashtray with cover fitted in one of the cupholders

Functional ashtray with cover fitted in one of the cupholders in the center console between driver and passenger. The ashtray is practical as it can easily be removed and inserted and has a smooth interior which makes it easy to clean.

Installed $26.42
Bike Carrier, Hitch Mounted (2" or 1"1/4) receiver

The hitch mounted bike carrier requires the installation of a trailer hitch on the vehicle. The Pricing for the hitch and the installation is not included with the hitch mounted bike carrier. This is a safe and easy way to transport 4 Bikes on a tow hitch. Easily fits on the towing hitch with a quick locking-coupling and is easy to load as the loading height is low. Bike Carrier features 4 non scratch Cradles that locks down the bikes. For maximum bike security the integrated locking cable stores conveniently in the carrier arm. Dual Quick release levers for easy unloading and access to rear cargo area.

Installed $376.99
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Ski Carrier/Hitch
Easily converts the trailer hitch Bike Carrier into a Ski Carrier, Ski/Snowboard Hitch carrier holds 6 pairs Skis or 4 Snowboards.

Installed $200.00
RSE – Rear Seat Entertainment

RSE is the ultimate entertainment system for passengers in the rear seat. The system consists of two bright LCD screens in 7" widescreen format. The screens are adjustable to minimize the solar reflections and mirroring under light conditions. The two DVD players are mounted in the screens and discs inserted from underneath, making it easier for children. It also prevents small items from being poked into the DVD device.

Installed $1,799.95
Rear picnic table

This table can be further enhanced if combined with the seat cushions for better comfort when sitting. The table leg is easy to secure in the bottom half of the tailgate, while the tailgate itself also services as a seat. The table has a raised edge all around.

Installed $231.01
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Luggage Compartment Net, third row cargo barrier

A practical net barrier for the third row separating the cargo compartment from the cabin. The barrier has three hooks from which grocery bags can be hung. Easy to install and remove. Note: when not in use simply remove grill from mounting points and lay down in cargo compartment.

Installed $369.48
Rear skid plate
Made from polypropylene with a visual surface of brushed aluminum, this skid plate further enhances the robust appearance of the vehicle. Please note that this rear skid plate is for appearance only, it does not physically protect the under portion of the vehicle.

Installed $189.86
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Roof ribs
These specially designed roof protection ribs have been developed in order to enhance the car’s appearance, and to protect the roof from scratches. Constructed of EPDM rubber these ribs have a load capacity of 35kg.

Installed $297.41
Dirt Cover, Load liner 5 or 7 seater

A protector for the load area, which covers the floor and the sidewalls of the load area plus the back of the rear seats. Made from durable grime resistant vinyl. Very easy to install and remove. The backrest portion of the protector is divided so that the rear seat backrests can be folded down independently. No tools are needed. Cannot be combined with a net pocket on the side panel.

Installed $226.85
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Interior bike holder

This bike holder enables you to transport up to two bicycles inside the car. The bicycles are mounted standing inside the car by removing the front wheel and securing the fork in the carrier. The front wheel also has its own carrier, which enables it to be safely secured.

Installed $330.90
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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**Center Armrest table**
Practical table for the rear seat passengers. Attaches easily to the armrest in the back seat. It's perfect for holding different sized cups and snacks.

Installed $74.89
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Waste paper basket / storage tray
A multifunctional plastic container that can be used as a storage tray or a waste basket. The plastic basket easily installs into the rear edge of the center console replacing the cup holder.

Installed $42.96
Rear seat armrest table

Practical table for the rear seat passengers. Attaches easily under the armrest in the back seat. It's perfect for holding different sized cups and snacks

Installed $76.80
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Surfboard carrier for use with square cross bars
Protects the surface of the board and provides fast, simple mounting and dismounting. Mounts easily on load bars and includes mast holder and lashing straps. Sailboard carrier cannot be fitted to load carrier with T-Track.

Installed $121.19
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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"Euro Weekender Roof Box"
This all-black box is designed from lightweight, durable ABS plastic. Dual opening feature allows you to open from both sides. Can transport goods up to 110 lbs. distributed evenly. Volume: 13 cu. ft. Weight: 33 lbs. Dimensions: 69 x 14.3 x 32 in.

Installed $494.82
Volvo Cars of North America Accessories
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Business bag organizer

The Volvo business bag can be used as an organizer. The bag can be attached to the backrest in either the front or rear seats.

Installed $92.47